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Life repeating the same old patterns? Embrace these 12 Laws of Karma to manifest a new
version of yourself as well as life.The book is written with a to-the-point language and tone with
the intent to reach the reader in a clear way.12 Laws of Karma will help you:• Understand your
impact on whole world• Have awareness of how each one of us is connected• Achieve the
growth you are looking for• Change the Karmic position• Understand how to get from here to
there12 Laws of Karma is an intriguing self-realization book. If you like self-improvement,
therapeutic, life-changing books, then you’ll love Manhardeep Singh’s indispensable book.Buy
12 Laws of Karma to start changing the world around you today!
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IntroductionIn Sanskrit, Karma literally means “action”. According to experts, there are often
misunderstandings about what Karma really is and how it applies to our lives. This book will help
shed light on what Karma is, the philosophy behind it, and its basic principles, known as the 12
Laws of Karma.Most people have a basic concept of Karma. For example, you may have heard
the phrase “what goes around comes around”. Maybe you have the intuition that we get what we
deserve in life. But what are The Laws of Karma? And what should you do to make sure you
don’t attract bad Karma?If you look at Karma as “what goes around comes around,” you are
missing out. In fact, the 12 Laws of Karma are the guidelines for a better life.Once you know how
each of the 12 Laws of Karma work, you can learn to live in a way that creates good Karma in all
areas of your life. It can help you in everything from your relationship to your career, your
financial situation and your self-confidence.Whether you want to generate more positive energy
or get rid of bad Karma (or curses), this book gives you a better sense of how to improve your
Karmic position.What exactly is Karma?The definition of Karma may change depending on who
you ask. Some stick to the traditional meaning of the Eastern religions, while others interpret it
from a more Western perspective of good and bad. As a result, it can lead to different views on
how Karma applies to life.For example, the Berkley Center for Religion, Peace and World Affairs
at Georgetown University says that Karma is the Hindu view of causality in which good thoughts,
actions, and words can produce beneficial effects, while bad thoughts, actions, and words can
lead to harmful effects.However, many experts like to see Karma as more than just “good” or
“bad.”According to Dr. Jennifer Rhodes, a licensed psychologist, Karmas are the situations or
interactions that help us achieve our ultimate purpose.We get distracted and miss messages
which make us believe we have a lot of ‘bad’ Karma. But those situations are simply signs for us
to course-correct and move forward toward our higher purpose.The journey of life is not about
perfection, but about destroying what we are not and becoming what we really are. Tejal Patel, a
specialist in meditation and mindfulness, sees Karma as a cycle of cause and effect related to
action rather than the result.Karma is a philosophy of how to live our lives so we can truly
become the best version of ourselves and live the most fulfilling life we desire.And since it does
not set the future in stone, says Patel, we can change our life through our current decisions,
thoughts and actions.Karma is a law of nature. Karma is the currency of your life. With Karmic



actions, you can buy and create all of your life experiences - good and bad, pleasant and
unpleasant. Karma is The Law of Cause and Effect, according to which every person determines
his own fate with his thoughts, words and actions.Basically, if you push something, it moves.
Now expand this idea and realize that we make the entire universe up with movements and
reactions to movements.Your body gets created by the lovemaking movements of your parents,
then by the movement of the sperm into the egg, the reproduction of the zygote, the formation of
organs, and the absorption of nutrients. Our body keeps itself alive through movements: visible
movements, invisible movements and millions of tiny electrochemical movements.The entire
universe comprises spins - from galaxies to societies, to electrons that revolve around the
nucleus of an atom. Movement is the essence and quality of all creation. So what keeps
everything going?You can say that the universe works on the fuel of Karma. As Newton’s Law of
Action says, every action has an equal and opposite reaction. This is how Karma works.A good
way to understand the complexities of Karmic law is to observe how Karmas manifest in and
around you. Life is a living textbook on the Laws of Karma. You can observe how life so often
creates exactly what you want or fear most. Notice how the most vehement persecutors in any
situation inevitably seem to become the persecuted. See how your own good deeds can rejoice
your heart and create an opening for more goodness to come into your life.Even movie scripts
and novels reflect an intuitive understanding of these laws, as good defeats evil almost always,
even if only moments before the final credit roll!You already know the Laws of KarmaBasically,
Karma is a law of the universe like any other, but society has not understood it fully yet. So
sometimes it’s used as a joke, like in “ha ha, that must have been your Karma!” This line would
be like making a joke after someone falls, saying “ha ha, that must have been gravity!” Well?
Humans have been using the Laws of Karma since the beginning, when an unknown caveman
first discovered that putting his hand in the fire created pain and did not do so again.Karma is
like the windBy visualizing the idea of Karma, you can imagine a large and deep lake - the lake
of your soul. When the lake is still, you can see its depths full of life. But on a windy day, with
leaves and twigs hitting the surface of the water, it gets covered in ripples where the view of its
depths becomes obscured.In this metaphor, you can find examples of two types of Karma:Fresh
Karmas: The wind is analogous to the current winds of Karma that are recently being whipped
up by your own endless thoughts, words and actions.Old Karmas: Twigs and leaves on the
surface of the water would be analogous to old solidified Karmas that are not so easily
discarded, such as Karmas related to your family or cultural traditions. You are more or less
stuck with these Karmas.Now, here’s the deal. You may not have much control over all those
leaves and old Karmas, but you have the option to choose how the winds of the Karmas that you
are creating right now will blow.Even if you have a lot of old Karmic debris in the lake of your
soul, if the current winds remain calm, the Karmic disorder moves towards the perimeter of the
lake, leaving the depths visible through the clear surface of the lake. However, if you generate a
lot of violent winds by performing all kinds of noisy, ego-based actions, you will have a messy
and obstructive surface.
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